
SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Skip Anderson
Skip is the founding director of the region’s preeminent captain’s license school, Flagship Maritime Training Center.  He developed custom 
training packages to present the Operator of Uninspected Passenger Vessel and the Upgrade to Master 100 Ton courses, including the use of 
Pacific Northwest charts for examinations, vice the standard Chesapeake Bay chart.  He has authored several articles on Rules of the Road, 
for avoiding collisions, and has served as expert witness in several maritime court cases.  His naval career spanned twenty-four years, 
including service aboard three destroyers, one frigate, three aircraft carriers, and a battleship.  With his extensive experience at sea, yacht 
clubs and other organizations frequently call upon Skip to address matters maritime.  www.flagshipmaritimellc.com

What is Takes to Earn Your USCG Captain's License
Becoming Captain - a very detail-driven explanation of all the elements that go into earning your USCG Captain's License, i.e. USCG-
approved training, physical fitness, conduct suitability, sufficient sea service afloat, etc.

Friday 2/11/2022 - 4:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Richard Anderson
 
Sea-Tech Systems was founded in 1995 and has been a top name in marine technology and communications for over 23 years. Richard 
Anderson and Devon Thurtle Anderson acquired Sea-Tech in 2018, continuing the tradition of Sea-Tech being family owned and operated. 
Richard and Devon are experienced cruising sailors who have sailed from Alaska to El Salvador with their two daughters aboard SV 
Mobert, a Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 45. With a career spanning over 22 years of technical consulting and advising at the small business and 
enterprise level, Richard has taken Sea-Tech Systems to the next level with small business and enterprise solutions, as well as solutions for 
travelers from all walks of life who are looking for a trusted advisor for communication, navigation, and weather hardware, software, and 
technical implementations. Devon’s extensive expertise in the legal and financial fields helps customers manage their businesses from land 
and sea.

Internet Everywhere: Satellite Internet in the Pacific Northwest and Beyond
Looking to bridge the gap between marina Wi-Fi and cell towers to stay connected at all times?  This seminar will cover the satellite options 
available today and, in the future, including Starlink, as well as how the region, geography, and vessel itself affect the performance of each 
option.  Special emphasis on options for the Salish Sea and SE Alaska as well as options for global explorers.

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 7:00:00 PM

Radio Basics for Boats: VHF, AIS, SSB, MOB and PLB Demystified
Learn about the use of VHF and SSB radios on board, and how they integrate with AIS, MOB, and PLB devices to enhance vessel and crew 
safety while cruising the coast or offshore.

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 6:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Michael Beemer
Same as last year, but with another year of teaching marine trades, developing an advanced electrical troubleshooting and corrosion course, 
putting the NMEA basic installer course online, and continued maritime education in the pacific northwest.

Choose the Correct Batteries for your Boat: Including New Lead Options, Proven 
Performers, and Lithium Options
Managing power onboard your cruising vessel can be challenging and is always dependent on storage batteries. Battery technology and 
research is happening now more than ever, and the boating community is benefiting from it! Michael Beemer teaches new technicians every 
fall at Skagit Valley College and studies everything he can find about batteries. Over the past 20+ years he’s created many custom 
installations to meet unique criteria. We’ll cover many battery types and the attributes of each, including: tradition lead-based, new lead 
based, & lithium technologies during this seminar. 

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 2:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Doug Lombard & Bob Vizenor

From the Salish Sea to San Diego on the Co Ho Ho Ho
Dreaming of heading offshore in search of adventure but have a lot of questions?  The Coho Ho Ho a season of 13 Potluck style seminars 
delivered by industry experts in many fields, such as doctors, sail makers diesel mechanics, electricians, communication geeks and galley 
chefs who can answer questions about blue water sailing.  Meet like-minded sailors, share information and find opportunities to crew 
offshore.

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 7:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Alex Borton

First 100% Solar Cruise to Alaska
This is the story of the first ever all solar voyage through the Inside Passage. It is also the story of the technology that makes it possible.  
Solar Sal Boats has been building 100% solar vessels since 2010. Our 44? Solaris is the first ever all solar USCG inspected passenger 
vessel. In 2018 we commissioned Sam Devlin to design and build Wayward Sun, the 27' work of art that got us to Alaska.

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 3:00:00 PM

Patterning & Installing Foam Decking
Looking to upgrade your deck for grip, or cosmetics?  Learn how to make a perfect pattern for any of the leading manufacturers.  We will 
also review best practices for installation of various peel and stick products.

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Mark Bunzel
Mark Bunzel is the Editor and Publisher of the Waggoner Cruising Guide, long considered the "bible" for Northwest and Inside Passage 
cruising. Each season he cruises the Inside Passage from Olympia to Ketchikan to update and book and provide stories.

Weather
One of the worst experiences for you and your crew is when the weather turns bad - unexpectedly. But was it unexpected? With a few basic 
points you can look at the weather information available for mariners and determine whether you should go, or not go. We will provide the 
Waggoner checklist for weather to help.

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 6:00:00 PM

Favorite Places for the Waggoner Cruising Guide and How to Cruise British Columbia
TBD

Friday 2/11/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Sarah & Will Curry
Will & Sarah Curry having been living a life aquatic together for the past six years.  They bought their first sailboat in Mexico in 2012 and 
after Will showed Sarah the ropes, they sailed into the sunset - west, across the incredible South Pacific. SV Hydroquest was sold in 
Australia as planned, but they were addicted to the lifestyle. They spent two years outfitting their second boat, SV Kaiquest, Jeanneau 43, in 
Vancouver, and set off again in 2017 at a more leisurely pace. SV Kaiquest is currently in southern California with her bow pointed south.

Windvane Self Steering: Your Best Crew Member
How about a crew member who spends endless hours steering, doesn't eat or sleep, and never complains? A windvane self steering system 
will steer your monohull or catamaran for short distances or across oceans with absolutely no power consumption.  Will and Sarah Curry 
provide an overview of the different types and demonstrate what a windvane can do for you with videos and cruising stories.

Friday 2/4/2022 - 1:00:00 PM

Cruising Feels: Sailing the West Coast and South Pacific
Sarah and Will share their experiences down the foggy WA/OR/CA Coast, exploring Mexico, and setting sail across the Pacific to Australia. 
From botched projects to epic landfalls, they share funny and revealing stories about the cruising life, tons of tips, and media that will make 
you want to set sail ASAP. Now back sailing in Mexico with twin 2 year olds, their cruising life is fuller than ever.

Sunday 2/6/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Tommy Donlin
Tommy Donlin, Defiance Marine Pro Staffer Captain, has a wealth of knowledge on coastal tuna fishing action. Summer and fall can be off-
the-charts good and in some instances just a day-trip away from catching these aggressive blue water fish. Donlin will detail the strategies 
and tactics necessary to put tuna on the deck of your boat, including all of the live bait secrets that will make your trip a success.

How to Find Tuna
Finding Tuna is the difference between catching and not.  If you can find the tuna, chances are you can catch them.  This seminar dives into 
the migratory characteristics of tuna and offers and in depth look at Sea Surface Temperatures and Chlorophyll charts, as the primary means 
to locate tuna.

Friday 2/4/2022 - 7:00:00 PM

Catching Large Halibut and Lingcod
Most halibut and lingcod fisherman can catch a halibut or lingcod but the tactics change when you're focused on larger models.  This 
seminar provides the tactics and approaches required to dial in the big fish game.

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 5:00:00 PM

Tuna Tackle and Tactics
Let's open up the tackle box and figure out what really entices tuna to bite.  This seminar dives into the tackle and tactics required to put 
tuna on your vessel.  Everything you need to know about gear for trolling, jigging, casting, and live bait.

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 6:00:00 PM

Top Bets for Catching Coastal Salmon
This seminar details the top destinations and tactics to put both Chinook and Coho Salmon in your freezer.  Learn how to fish specific areas, 
utilize sonar, and rig top notch tackle.  We'll also cover run timing and how to rig a fool proof bait.

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 5:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Nancy Erley
Captain Nancy Erley, Captain of two 5 year all-women circumnavigations, Nancy's Orca 38 Tethys served as an ocean sailing classroom for 
65 different shipmates.  She holds USCG Master of Oceans and Near Coastal licenses, is an ISPA Instructor Evaluator for ocean sailing and 
recipient of the NWSA/BoatUS Leadership in Women's Sailing Award 2006. She teaches aboard Tethys out of her homeport Port Townsend.

Advanced Anchoring
After a short refresher on anchoring basics the presentation will focus on strategies for tricky situations, crowded anchorages and severe 
weather including using multiple anchors and ways to get a fouled anchor unstuck. Nancy anchored over a thousand times on her two 
circumnavigations and speaks from a wealth of personal mishap and recovery.

Monday 2/7/2022 - 6:00:00 PM

Night Navigation
How to travel safely after dark when you have to and stand a night watch at sea. A technically rich presentation covering night vision, 
navigation aids and lights on shore, vessel identification, collision avoidance at night, radar, night time deck safety protocols, watch 
scheduling and more.

Monday 2/7/2022 - 7:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Cruising Forum
Please join us at the CRUISING FORUM for a comprehensive and fast paced panel discussion with active sailors/adventurers! Panelists 
John and Amanda Neal (Mahina Expeditions), Behan and Jamie Gifford (Sailing Totem) and Will Curry (Hydrovane) and Andy Cross will 
draw from years and miles of experience to answer host Sarah Curry's questions. What should you prioritize when choosing and outfitting 
an offshore boat? We'll cover topics from self sufficiency to heavy weather tactics to life changing landfalls. Learn from our mistakes too! 
Benefit from expert TIPS for a safe passage down the Washington and Oregon coasts and to exciting destinations beyond... the freedom to 
explore the world in this amazing way is yours to realize. Register online to submit your own questions: 
http://tinyurl.com/2019seattlecruisingforum

Cruising Panel Q & A
TBA

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 11:00:00 AM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Behan & Jamie Gifford
When Behan and Jamie Gifford sailed south from Seattle in 2008 they anticipated cruising for a two- to five-year sabbatical. Nearly a 
decade later they’ve completed a circumnavigation on their Stevens 47, Totem, while raising three children aboard; adventures are 
chronicled on SailingTotem.com. During their ten years the family put over 58,000 miles under the keel while visiting 48 
countries/territories, from Mexico to Madagascar to Martinique. Their son has migrated ashore for college, while the rest of the family 
continues cruising and are currently on Pacific coast of Mexico.

Essential Safety Gear for Cruisers
Essential safety gear: what boaters should have on board? Staying safe is the top priority for all! But what's necessary equipment, and what's 
over-hyped? Experienced sailors and circumnavigators will share a tiered list to help you prepare for sailing offshore: what you must have ? 
what you might consider ? and what's optional.

Friday 2/4/2022 - 5:00:00 PM

Cruising in Mexico
Cruising in Mexico: how to plan, what to expect, optimizing seasonal conditions, and what most first-timers get wrong about sailing along 
Baja, in the Sea of Cortez, and mainland Mexico.

Friday 2/4/2022 - 6:00:00 PM

Sail Management for Cruisers
What you need, what you don't, setting up for shorthanded sailing, why and how to reef in two minutes, safety/efficiency tactics for 
passages. Space and money are often scarce on cruising boats. Sails with little use equate to hundreds or thousands of dollars per use. That's 
OK for storm sails ? but not the rest of the suit! We'll discuss big picture so you can pick the right mix on your boat.

Sunday 2/6/2022 - 2:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Dave Graybill
Dave Graybill, a noted central Washington writer and radio show host, offers his wealth of knowledge on central Washington fishing that 
covers hot spots like Lake Chelan, Potholes Reservoir, Banks Lake, Lake Roosevelt, Moses Lake, Rufus Woods Reservoir, and summer- 
and fall-fishing salmon locations on the Columbia River like Hanford Reach, and Priest Rapids, Wanapum, Rock Island, Rocky Reach and 
Wells pools. Graybill also serves as a member of the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission. He has his own fishing 
website www.FishingMagician.com.

Bring your Boat to Central Washington for Fantastic Fishing
The best opportunity for anglers to land a rainbow trout weighing over 10 pounds is on Rufus Woods Reservoir, near Coulee Dam.  The 
Colville Tribe plants over 40,000 rainbow in Rufus Woods every year.  Although the fish are available year-round, winter is the most 
popular time to fish here.  The current state record is from Rufus Woods at over 36 pounds!

Sunday 2/6/2022 - 11:00:00 AM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Joe Grez
Joe Grez founded PropEle Electric Boat Motors, Inc. in 2009 after converting a classic wooden 14 ft runabout "Swe Pea"  from gasoline to 
electric to protect his 3 year old daughter from Carbon Monoxide dangers.  He and his family were so impressed with the transformation in 

  experience that they decided to create uncommonly easy-to-use electric drive systems for others.Joe is a seasoned consumer-product 
innovator in several fields: photovoltaics, medical diagnostics, outdoor products and consumer healthcare products like Sonicare and 
Clarisonic.  His determined focus to make things better is shared by his family and team, and is enabled by his education in Physics and 
selected coursework in yacht design and management.   Yet his most passionate calling is to create products that improve people's 

  experiences, their health and the environment.Joe will share the inspiring story of how the EP Carry came about and what we learned 
  along the way. 

Long Distance Solar Power Boating
Currently, long distance solar cruising is a reality for just a few visionary  pioneers, but it's actually a practical option for progressive 
mainstream cruisers too. This talk will go into what performance can be expected from a well-designed, zero-carbon-footprint solar powered 
boat and what the tech looks like.  The positive experience and practicality of solar propulsion may surprise you.

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 4:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Bryce Hansen

Boat Lifts for Beginners
This seminar will cover the process of getting a boat lift from beginning to end, starting with why consider a boat lift (corrosion, 
electrolysis, weather), then what to measure at your dock or slip and on your boat, what to expect leading up to and on installation day, 
annual upkeep after install and more.

Friday 2/11/2022 - 5:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Brad Hole
Brad Hole, Outdoor Emporium Northwest Regional Member of the Hobie Fishing Team and founder of www.kayakfishingwashington.com, 
has spent countless days perfecting how to catch fish from a kayak, which has gained in popularity as anglers are finding out this "new 
school" way to fish from pedal powered models to paddle kayaks with customizable decks for attaching fish finders, rod holders and a 
variety of different accessories. He’ll share tips on how to catch everything from trout, salmon and bass to monster-sized sturgeon as well as 
filling a pot with Dungeness crab.

Kayak Fishing in the PNW for the Multi-Species Angler
Kayak Fishing has exploded in recent years.  Learn the advantages of fishing from a personal watercraft  and some under the radar fisheries 
here in our back yard.  We will cover freshwater and saltwater opportunities, tips and tactics.  Bass, Crappie, Trout, Salmon and even Squid.

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 5:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Herb Hunt

Boating Basics: 101
TBD

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 4:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Mike Huston
I have been sailing for over 50 years, most of them in the San Juan and Gulf Islands. More recently we have cruised Alaska other parts of 
the world. My wife and I owned a Pearson 38 for several years and about 10 years ago moved to a Jeanneau 43DS. I teach sail and power 
boat classes for San Juan Sailing. I love sharing knowledge with others passionate about boating. 

Docking Powerboats in NW Waters
A discussion of docking techniques for powerboats, slanted to fit our local docks and conditions.  We will discuss preparation, line handling 
and maneuvering.  Both single and double screws boats will be covered.

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 1:00:00 PM

Anchoring for NW Waters
A full discussion of anchoring in our local waters. Just enough theory to help things make sense with practical tips mixed in. Discussion 
includes needed equipment and how to use it. Then moves on to enhancements to basic anchoring, such as stern ties and rafting. A set of 
reprints from 48 North articles on anchoring will be available.

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 12:00:00 PM

Docking Sailboats in NW Waters
A discussion of docking techniques for sailboats, slanted to fit our local docks and conditions. Starts with getting the boat and crew ready to 
dock and ends with a series of tips. In the middle we review common errors, boat maneuvering and line handling.

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 1:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
John Keizer
John Keizer, Northwest Lowrance Fishing Team Captain, will cover how to install and setup your sonar to get the best quality images of 
fish displayed in various fishing environments and depth ranges. Keizer is also a familiar face on Puget Sound and will share his tips on 
catching blackmouth “resident hatchery chinook” along with his vast knowledge of targeting coastal summer salmon at places like 
Westport, Neah Bay, La Push and Ilwaco.

How to Maximize Marine Electronics to Locate Fish
Capt John Keizer is Capt of the NW Lowrance fishing team and an expert on marine electronics. This seminar will cover how to install, 
setup your sonar to get the best quality images of fish displayed in various fishing environments and depth ranges. Seminar will cover 
proper transducer placement, unit tuning and proper setup to maximize locating fish and the newest trends in electronics.

Friday 2/4/2022 - 4:00:00 PM

Salmon Fishing the Coast & Puget Sound
The ocean off the Washington coast  was the hot bed of king salmon fishing last year and looks to be a repeat again this summer season. 
Capt John will cover how to locate salmon in the ocean and productive ocean fishing methods. The seminar will also cover top salmon 
locations in Puget Sound and the different techniques for each of the areas.

Sunday 2/6/2022 - 5:00:00 PM

Deep Water Salmon Trolling
The Washington coast has the hot bed of king salmon fishing for jumbo size fall chinook. Capt. John Keizer will cover how to target these 
big returning king salmon and the newest specialized techniques required to catch big chinook in this 150-400ft deep water fishery off the 
coast.

Friday 2/11/2022 - 6:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Andrew Kerr
Andrew Kerr, a native of England and a graduate of the London School of Economics  has won 28 National or North American 
Championships including; 7 J24 Nationals, the J24 North Americans, two J27 North Americans, US Sailing’s National Offshore 
championships, 12 Santana 20 Nationals and the Holder 20 Nationals. He has placed 3rd, 4th and 5th multiple times in the J24 and J22 
World Championships. He’s been head coach and instructor at top sailing schools; Boston sailing Center, J World San Diego,J World 
Newport, J World Key West & J World Annapolis. Teams he’s coached have won many events including; the J80 North American’s, J105 
North Americans,  J80  Midwinter’s, Farr 40 Nationals, J27 Midwinter’s,  Mumm 30 North American’s, ID 35 North American’s,  Benetau 
40.7 North American’s, Key West race week, the SORC and J120 & J35 Great Lakes Championships. A member of the Eugene Yacht Club 
and the Southwestern Yacht club in San Diego, Andrew was one design sailor of the year in 2000 and coached SWYC’s winning Lipton 
Cup team.

Upwind Sail Trim for Cruiser's
How to maximize the shape and trim of your upwind sails for comfortable and fast cruising in all wind and sea conditions.

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Paul Kim

Squidding in Seattle by Boat
Anglers, did you know we have a unique fishery in the Puget Sound that is open year around? Lets go squid jigging on the boat! This 
memorable and fun filled activity is great for crews of all ages and backgrounds. You'll learn the biology, run timing, tackle, tactics, and 
how to use your boat and electronics to find Loligo Opalence aka Pacific Market Squid.

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 2:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Leonard & Lorena Landon

Passing Through Customs in 2022: The Latest
TBD

Sunday 2/6/2022 - 4:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Linda Lewis
Capt. Linda Lewis holds a USCG 100-Ton Masters License and provides customized on-the-water instruction, on-your-power-boat 
(www.privateboatinginstruction.com). An Emeritus Associate Professor from U of WA, she brings her professional educator background to 
presentations on navigation & boat handling topics yearly at the Seattle Boat Show, Trawler Fest, & yacht clubs. She has 25 years of hands-
on experience cruising the Inside Passage (including nine cruises to SE Alaska) on both sail and power boats. Today she single-hands her 
45’ trawler and cruises with friends as crew.

Couples Sharing the Boat Handling: Tips for Making it Work
Many couples come to boating with very different levels of experience. In addition to learning new skills, you need to create safe-boating 
procedures and learn how to talk to each other with a 'business-like' communication style. Capt. Linda Lewis (USCG 100-Ton Master's 
License) has taught hundreds of couples on the water and has a boat-load full of tips for you.

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 4:00:00 PM

Twin Engine Docking: Unlocking the Magic of Split Gears Maneuvering
If you are new to twin-engine close-quarters maneuvering, this is the talk for you. How to: go slower than idle speed; turn in your own 
footprint; manage throttle "bursts" during split-gears action; decide approach and departure strategies; be the leader of the dance with the 
winds and currents. Join USCG 100 Ton Master - Capt. Linda Lewis and grow your skills.

Sunday 2/6/2022 - 3:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Mike Lovell

Advantages of Charter Yacht Ownership
Explore the Advantages of Charter Yacht Ownership- If you currently own or are planning to buy a new or pre-owned yacht to place into 
charter, this seminar is for you. Learn about tax advantages, earning income that will assist offsetting ownership costs, and other aspects of 
Charter Yacht Ownership. This is a great time to put your boat into charter, demand is high!

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 4:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Aaron Martzke

Understanding Your Onboard Electronics Suite
From a simple GPS and chart plotter combo to a complex multi-device navigation suite. Having a basic understanding of what makes up 
your vessel's electronics package and how these devices interact can make for a safer and more enjoyable boating experience.

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Samantha Borth & Matthew Cullen

PNW Hazards & NWS Marine Forecasts
Weather can change quickly out on the waters of the Pacific Northwest. The purpose of this talk will be to briefly look at the type of weather 
hazards that can impact mariners out on the regional waters and to show mariners where they can go online to get the most recent marine 
forecasts from the National Weather Service.

Monday 2/7/2022 - 3:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Doug Miller
Doug Miller is president and founder of Milltech Marine, a Port Orchard-based provider of Automatic Identification System (AIS) solutions 
for the marine market. Doug began Milltech Marine in 2005 in response to a keen interest in the emerging AIS standard and the need for 
solutions for recreational boaters. For over a decade, Milltech Marine has sold thousands of AIS solutions to recreational, commercial and 
military customers. Info on Milltech Marine can be found at www.MilltechMarine.com.

Staying Connected to the Internet While Coastal Cruising
How do you staying connected to the internet while boating? Whether a connection is required for working from your boat or you simply 
like to stay connected for accessing email, web, social media and streaming, this talk will discuss the various options that are available and 
show some sample implementations and how to get started.

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 1:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
John Neal

Shorthanded Sailing Techniques
John shares valuable tips for setting up your boat plus procedures and checklists addressing: safety, overboard prevention, watch standing, 
electronics for safety, sail handling, weather resources, dealing with sleep deprivation, docking, communications and storm tactics. A 
handout featuring key points and resources is included.

Friday 2/11/2022 - 1:00:00 PM

Diesel Engine Essentials
John details the six essential components of diesel engines plus troubleshooting and preventative maintenance tips based on his 48 years and 
380,000 of worldwide offshore experience.

Saturday 2/12/2022 - 11:00:00 AM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Tom Nelson
Tom Nelson, host of the popular KIRO 710ESPN The Outdoor Line, offers a wealth of fishing information at his seminars covering topics 
on how to catch Dungeness crab and spot shrimp in Puget Sound to locating the best areas for salmon and other fish species from the 
Columbia River along the coast and into the Strait of Juan de Fuca, San Juan Islands and Puget Sound.

Successful Puget Sound Shrimping
We call them 'shrimp' but it's really a disservice to these wonderful, flavorful creatures! The Puget Sound spot prawns are large and in 
charge of some of the most memorable springtime meals you'll ever experience! Join Nelly as he runs down gear, baits, times and places to 
get your limit of PRAWNS the first time and every time!

Friday 2/4/2022 - 3:00:00 PM

Dungeness Crabbing Curriculum
The quintessential Pacific Northwest dinner MUST have Dungeness crab! Therefore it only stands to reason that if you want to serve crab 
dinner that you're going to have to catch them first! With a lifetime of crabbing experience, "Nelly" will run you through the times, tides, 
baits, depths, lines, pots and gear that will have you getting "crabby" in no time!

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 2:00:00 PM

Dirty Downrigger Tricks
Salmon fishing with downriggers is one of the MOST utilized but LEAST understood technique. With decades of experience backing him 
up, "Nelly" will show you how to get the most out of these amazing "Fancy sinker" From beginners to the most experienced anglers, you'll 
learn some tricks and techniques that will put more fish in your boat without losing downrigger balls, wire and your patience!

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 3:00:00 PM

Saltwater Structure Strategies
Today's anglers have the unique and unprecedented advantage of 24 hour access to tremendously accurate underwater cartography. Charts 
have never been better and on-board MFD's (Multi-Function-Display) are likewise improving and becoming more affordable.

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 2:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Triple Threat Salmon Angling
There are three basic salmon fishing techniques and most anglers can identify themselves as moochers, jiggers or trollers. While there's 
nothing wrong with being a specialist, the complete angler must also be aware that there are times and tides each day when one technique 
will out-produce all others. In this seminar, ?Nelly? will teach you the basics of each technique and describe the conditions that ultimately 
indicate the use of a particular technique!

Thursday 2/10/2022 - 3:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Jamie Peth

Downrigger Fishing for Salmon
How to maximize your effort on water. The when, where, and how to target San Juan Island Kings.

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 2:00:00 PM

Lingcod Fishing in the San Juan Islands
Lingcod fishing is something the whole family can enjoy. We will walk you through exactly how to get started catching "the other white 
fish."

Monday 2/7/2022 - 1:00:00 PM

San Juan Island Shrimping: Spot the Spots!
Spot prawns are one of my FAVORITE things to eat out of our Northwest waters and I will be walking you through the step by step process 
we use to catch our limits of prawns with a single soak in the San Juan Islands.

Monday 2/7/2022 - 2:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Margaret Pommert
My name is Margaret Pommert. I'm a Pacific Northwest native, though I lived, worked, and sailed in many other parts of the 
country/world. I work in the local boating industry as a captain and instructor, and  also actively volunteer to promote women and youth in 
boating, and boating safety. While I work for or with many of the organizations listed here, the purpose of this website is not to sell you 
anything. Regardless of your budget, I hope you'll find resources here that will get you out on our local waters, having fun and being safe... 
following your boating dreams anywhere they take you!

Lifesling Man Overboard: Rescue from Sail or Power Boat
Knowing how to rescue a crew member who has fallen overboard is a critical boating skill anywhere, but especially in the cold water of 
Puget Sound. This classroom presentation will teach options to get your boat back to overboard crew, keep them connected to the boat, and 
then get them back onto the boat using a Lifesling. Take handout notes with you to practice on your sail or power boat.

Monday 2/7/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Randy Popp

Building a Dock on Your Waterfront Property
This presentation will include a verbal and written description of the process involved in Permitting and Constructing a new dock on your 
Washington Waterfront Property.  We are here to dispel some of the rumors you've heard about the process.

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 6:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Keith Robbins
Keith Robbins, owner of A Spot Tail Salmon in Seattle, will provide tips and secrets on how to catch salmon with one of the oldest 
techniques that was first used by the Japanese Americans in Elliott Bay and Puget Sound way before and right after World War II. Robbins 
is one of the last fishing guides to strictly use this way of catching salmon in Puget Sound. Feeling the "bite" with your salmon rod in hand 
as the fish takes your bait is one of the most exciting ways to hook a fish. Robbins will also host another seminar on fly-fishing for cutthroat 
trout in Puget Sound.

Learn How to Drift Mooch for Salmon Puget Sound Style
Learn the basics and finer points of light tackle mooching for Salmon in Puget Sound. You will learn about tackle, techniques and locations. 
This is an all hands on method of quiet drift fishing for Salmon

Friday 2/11/2022 - 2:00:00 PM

Saltwater Fly Fishing in Puget Sound
This is an introduction to Fly Fishing for Salmon and Coastal Cutthroat Trout. Learn how to find locations, tackle, types of flies and 
technique.

Friday 2/11/2022 - 3:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Richard Rodriguez
Captain Richard Rodriguez nstructor, Zenith Maritime (Director of Opps - Master 100 tons,) have personally trained over 1,000 Coast 

 Guard Licensed Captains.  Responsible for training and orientation of 35 instructors at 25 locations across the US.Certified by 
Washington State Bar Assoc. to teach Continuing Education courses related to International/Inland Regulations for Preventing Collisions at 

 Sea.

Using Tablets & Phones Underway
Understanding Navionics, AquaMap, and iSailor on both iOS and Android. Knowing the advantages and disadvantages of each. Additional 
apps for weather AIS and other marine resources.

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 1:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Marcus Sauter

Boat Sharing Clubs 101: A Modern Take on Boating
Advancements in technology and the sharing economy have changed the way many people choose to access the water. New boat sharing 
models help people enjoy the boating lifestyle without the commitment and expense of ownership. In this presentation we will explore the 
concept of boat sharing clubs, how they work, and if a boat club is right for you.

Friday 2/4/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Jamie Peth & Scott Propst

Halibut Fishing Marine Areas 6 & 7
TBD

Monday 2/7/2022 - 4:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Chuck Skewes
Sailmaker for 35 years, accomplished racer, lead cruising rallies, championship sailing in 10 countries.

Unlocking Simple Sail Trim
The tips and tricks to simplify sail trim on your boat for performance and efficiency.

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 1:00:00 PM

Unlocking Spinnakers: Symmetrical and Asymmetrical
We will go over the differences in spinnakers, how to rig them, when to use them, and how to trim them for safe simple operation.

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 2:00:00 PM

Unlocking Cruising Mexico
What to expect when sailing to Mexico as far as weather, preparation, and culture.

Wednesday 2/9/2022 - 3:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Zach Smith
Zack Smith is an internationally known expert on para-anchors and storm drogues. As head of Research and Design for Fiorentino, he 
conducted over two decades of sea trials on these devices resulting in his groundbreaking "Constant Rode Tension Program". Smith has also 
been awarded more patents than any other organization and is the recipient of a NASA Team Achievement award for his work in the 
splashdown recovery of the Orion Space Capsule using a para-anchor. 

Heavy Weather Tactics: Using Para-Anchors and Storm Drogues
Para-Anchor and storm drogue setups are explained in detail. Storm survival, drift control and emergency steering options for power, sail, 
monohull and multihull boats are discussed.

Friday 2/11/2022 - 7:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Carolyn "Ace" Spragg
Carolyn `Ace` Spragg grew up on the Chesapeake Bay, messing about in boats.  She built her first raft at age 6, learned to sail at age 8, and 
has spent more than 30 years teaching on the water. After moving to the Pacific Northwest in 2000, she started te

No Impact Docking
How to dock without fear (or damages)! No yelling! No leaping! We'll see slides, handouts, and tips for successful docking strategies for 
keelboats and trawlers, and how to practice them.  We'll learn how to use prop walk, winds, and spring lines to your advantage...the finer 
points of docking without bow thrusters or twin screws.

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 5:00:00 PM

Anchoring Basics
Learn the fundamentals of anchoring? Deploying, setting, scope calculations, and retrieval? And what to do about anchoring in storms or 
high winds. Then learn about specific anchorages in the San Juan Islands? Where to drop the hook in fair weather and where to hide in a 
storm.

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 6:00:00 PM

Tides and Currents in the Salish Sea
Tides and currents are a huge part of boating in the Salish Sea. Knowing the forces at work, the resources available, and the boat skills 
needed to safely operate is paramount to a successful on-the-water adventure. Kayak, inflatable, sailboat, or powerboat? All are affected by 
the rise and fall of the tide. Whether a day trip on Port Townsend Bay or a trip up the Inside Passage, this class will help you with safe boat-
trip planning.

Monday 2/7/2022 - 5:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Del Stephens

Fish Mapping
This is a seminar demonstrating how to use your boat electronics more effectively to find tuna. It also covers the newest electronic satellite 
advances and resources by Sirius XM Marine.

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 7:00:00 PM

Albacore Basics:  The Addiction Begins
This seminar covers how to find albacore using your electronics, internet resources and basic techniques used for years. It covers the basic 
gear needed and the different techniques to catch them.

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 4:00:00 PM

Advanced Albacore: The Addiction is Real
The next step in refining your techniques for catching albacore tuna as well as additional techniques for catching them on tough days. It also 
covers how to set your boat up properly and using outriggers.

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 5:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Lisa Vizzini
Lisa Vizzini has been sailing since childhood in various types of boats from one design dinghies to heavy displacement cruisers. Her current 
passion is empowering sail boat owners with the knowledge and skills to sail NOT motor their sail boats more of the time. Lisa is owner, 
project manager & client services contact at  PTR Rigging & Sailing where they strive to provide sailors with the knowledge, skills and 
equipment to sail where they want to go efficiently & comfortably.

Making Decisions about Standing Rigging
The basics of standing rig decision making. We will answer the question of how to know when you need new rigging. Also how to know if 
the boat you are buying will need new rigging. Practical information for sailors regarding the parts and pieces that make up the standing rig 
on your sail boat. How the parts are used and sized along with material choices, wear and tear, proper tension.

Friday 2/4/2022 - 2:00:00 PM

Enjoy Sailing Downwind
Sailing off the wind or down wind can be the most satisfying & efficient wind powered travel. Learn how to take the fear and nervousness 
out of setting a pole and putting up that colorful sail. Get the most out of your boat and sails through some simple safe handling techniques.

Sunday 2/6/2022 - 1:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Wesley Watts

Alternative Power Solutions: Solar, Lithium Batteries & Hybrid /Electric Propulsion
An in depth look at marine based solar powered electrical systems. Explore the feasibility of hybrid & electric propulsion and the benefits of 
all electric appliances, no propane on board. Wesley Watts will walk you through it with his electrical engineering background, 10+ years in 
the solar industry and over 10,000 miles of personal offshore cruising testing these very systems.

Saturday 2/5/2022 - 12:00:00 PM
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SEMINAR DESCRIPTIONS & PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES
Sandy Williamson
Sandy & Debbie have sailed and motored for 46+ years. We have owned 11 sail boats and 9 powerboats and have chartered 12 others. 
About half of those were multihulls. We have cruised and boated all over PacNW, CA, in the Caribbean, New England, FL ICW, the Gulf, 
Sea of Cortez, Greece,& the English channel. We have cruised over 5,000 miles including 2,000 miles of the Great Loop. Sandy spent 34 
years as a hydrologist for the USGS, working in every state & 4 countries. Done Volunteer work in 8 countries.

Cruising Destinations in the Pacific NW via Trailerable Cruisers
We've cruised nearly every place in Pac NW; in addition to all of Puget Sound from Olympia to mid-Vancouver Is. on both sides {Barclay, 
Desolation, Gulf Is. Sunshine coast--Princess Louisa, 2 big lakes in BC . Most of the Columbia river and its lakes. We will cover things to 
see and do in those places and logistics of guest docks, ramps, etc.

Tuesday 2/8/2022 - 7:00:00 PM
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